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Issue 3a-e – Spatial Strategy 
 

a. The degree of weight to be accorded respectively to the extant RPG10 

and the draft Regional Strategy [RS] and the evidence that underpinned 

the dRS with regard to the overall spatial strategy of the CS itself and 

broad locations for development : 

 

Transport for Greater Bristol basically remain supportive of the RSS in that we 

believe the 

major growth should be concentrated on the principal urban areas. We would 

therefore expect the majority of the growth to be confined within this area, of 

which North Somerset is a part, as it is here that one would expect the greater 

concentration of public transport provision. We do, however, have concerns with 

regard to the need to live on one, not three, planets and would welcome a 

repetition within the Core Strategy indicating the overall standard of building 

expected by the Local Authority, NSC. For instance, it is our experience that 

unless forced so to do, even with a large estate, where there are economies of 

scale, the developers are unlikely to address the provision of PV (as important on 

domestic as it is on manufacturing/business premises), heat pumps, underground 

tanks to facilitate the recycling of grey or rain water. All of these should be 

delivered as part of the standard provision by the developers and it would be 

helpful if the Core Strategy at every possible point could make this clear. This 

would obviate the need for further argument as each succeeding Developer 

Planning Application is submitted. 
 

b. Green Belt implications of the Core Strategy compared the draft RS : 
 

There is a need for the Council to be convinced when studying a planning 

application of any breach of the Green Belt, in that a developer should have to 

justify the fact that they have carried out all regeneration possible of brown field 

areas, of which there is some availability within the town of Weston-super-Mare. 

 

 

c. SW Bristol urban extension – including consideration of its deletion 

from the Core Strategy compared with the draft RS : 
 

There are severe issues around the SW urban extension. There are implications 

for a whole new transport network which would have to be implemented, if it 

were to proceed, prior to a start being made on the housing and employment 

provision. To find resources for schemes such as the South Bristol Ring Road 

leads one to have concerns as to where the funding will come from within the DfT 

in these economically challenging times. It is important not to lose sight of the 

fact that the DfT Programme of Bids is 1.5 times over-subscribed. We believe the 

economic feasibility of the scheme to be in question. If housing provision is not 

built in Yarnley, around Long Ashton and Ashton, Highbridge and Bishopsworth, 

then how will infrastructure be funded? Such schemes as the bus rapid transit 

system, to be viable, require high density housing and this does not appear to be 

the type that is proposed. We would therefore welcome the Core Strategy 

containing a prompt as to the type of housing that should be considered in order 

to achieve that density level. The land is also green belt and there is no certainty 

that the Government will release it for development purposes. The BLT scheme 

that is planned to run from the Hengrove Hospital site, through Hartcliffe to 



Ashton Gate, Wapping Wharf and Temple Meads will absorb a great deal of 

money and is the scheme which we believe would prove to be the most 

favourable, promoting as it would social cohesion and equality of opportunity, 

particularly where children’s journeys are concerned.  
 

 

 

d. Weston Villages developments as the main strategic provision of the 

Core Strategy, including by comparison with the draft RS provision for an 

urban extension SE of Weston : 

 

 

 

e. Distribution of housing and employment by existing settlement 

i. Weston super Mare : 
 

As mentioned earlier Transport for Greater Bristol supports further provision of 

housing and employment at Weston-super-Mare, suitably provided with PV and 

rainwater recycling to lessen their eco-footstep, given the good access to bus and 

rail transport links. 

 

ii. Nailsea : 

 

Development at Nailsea is supported by us as it has a high frequency bus network 

which, although it requires improvements and investment in new vehicles, there 

is scope for this to be funded by the developers. The railway station, on the 

Taunton/Bridgewater line, also requires improvement with disabled access 

provided to the platform serving the Bristol passengers; better waiting facilities 

and bus interchange. 
 

 

iii. Clevedon : 
 

Continuing growth is supported as Clevedon needs jobs and urban renewal as the 

town is losing its shopping focus and is obviously suffering from the proximity of 

too many super-markets and out of town shopping centres such as Cribbs 

Causeway which is only a fifteen minute drive on the motorway, or forty-five 

minutes by bus. The town needs to maintain its very high frequency bus service 

to Bristol, but there has been no invdestment in vehicles and we would suggest 

that this should become a Showcase Bus Route, with wifi as provided on the 

Goldline services which run between Cheltenham and Gloucester, also Bristol 

Airport and Temple Meads. A bus link between Yatton Station and Clevedon 

should also be remembered as a London-bound train stops here. There is work to 

be done to study the rail corridor between Clevedon and Yatton, to see if this 

could possibly become a bus rapid transit route. 
 

iv. Portishead : 
 

Portishead has in recent years taken a huge amount of growth, is close to the 

Bristol port, but lacks any good public transport links. A limited amount of 

investment in bus services, plus the £47m.long-awaited rail llink between the 

town and Bristol Temple Meads Station through South Bristol, calling at Ashton 

Gate, Bedminster and Parson Street. Indeed, with investment in the Bristol Metro 

system, Parson Street could become an alternative station to Temple Meads at 

which to change onto another rail route. 

 



v. Service Villages including appropriateness of designations : 
 

Transport for Greater Bristol firmly believe that any village extension should be 

placed where it can be best served by public transport links and not guided by 

where a developer may have purchased land on which he wishes to build. Infill, 

for example at Barwell and Winscombe for Cheddar and Wells has seen 

reductions in frequencies from the previous eighteen hour service which ran from 

6 am to midnight to one which commences half and hour later and finishes at 6 

pm. It is links to public transport which can enable children to visit friends and 

also support services such as health centre, schools and libraries. It is so 

important that developments do not proceed, as in the past, without the provision 

of the promised public transport link. Weston General Hospital is limited in size 

and we also have concerns as to how much affordable housing will be made 

available and to what standard of sustainability must it be built? Higher than 4 we 

would suggest with provision as mentioned before for PV and grey/rain water 

recycling. 

 

 

vi. Infill Villages including appropriateness of designations : 
 

Unfortunately when this was being dictated David Redgewel,l on behalf of 

Transport for Greater Bristol, did not have access to the maps to judge the 

appropriateness of the designations, apart from the obvious one of access to 

public transport, health, schools, etc. otherwise they may become commuter 

dormitory accommodation, if they are not already. 
 


